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INTRODUCTION 

In the experiments on measuring charmed particle lifetimes 
nuclear emulsion chambers 1 1··V and bubble chambers /LV as well 
as semiconductor detectors /6/ are used now. Of all these detec
tors nuclear emulsion has the highest resolving power - down 
to tenth parts of a micron, while the maximum resolution of small 
bubble chambers is 35-55 ~m, and that of silicon semiconductor 
detectors is -400 ~m. 

Emulsion provides a unique opportunity for detection of short
lived particles with decay time -Jo-U-J0-16 s. Particle ranges 
in this case are varying from microns to few tenth of a micron 
depending on their momentum. The method of measuring such ranges 
consisting in a geometrical reconstruction of the production 
and decay vertices by the measured coordinates of track grains 
has been successfully applied for determination of " 0 -meson 
lifetime. In the experiment, where a beam of "- -mesons with 
the energy of 3.5 GeV was used, the primary inteyaction vertex 
has been reconstructed in XY-plane of the emulsion pellicle with 
the accuracy better than 0.03 ~m both along the beam and across 
. /7/ lt . 

During the search for the short-lived particles produced in 
high energy interactions the accuracy of the geometrical event 
reconstruction is limited mainly by small divergence angles 
of secondary particles. Besides, at a high shower track multi
plicity it is impossible to reliably discriminate the required 
track grains closest to the primary star. In general, the ac
curacy of the reconstruction of short-lived particle produc
tion and decay vertices along the beam is worse than across it. 

The measurement accuracy of track grains Z -coordinate is 
lower than that of X-and Y-coordinates, therefore only track 
projections in XY-plane are usually analyzed. It has been 
shown in Refs.l8.9/ that a short-lived particle can be detected 
if at least one track from decay deviates in XV -plane from a 
primary interaction vertex for more than 0.17-0.20 ~m. A compa
rative analysis of the reconstruction accuracy for intersection 
vertices of track pairs in XZ- and XY-planes has been carried 

· f I 10/ out 1n Re • . At the equal divergence angles of the measured 
track pairs the accuracy of the vertex coordinate determination 
in XZ-plane is few tllnes ~o~we~ i]1au· iit-J[Fi'1ape. 
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Emulsion allows not only to detect short-lived particle pro
duction and decay vertices, but also to indentify some secon
dary particles that essentially complements the information ob
tained from an external detector. In some detected interactions 
without a visible decay vertex there can be signs of short-
lived particle decays: the coincidence of the invariant mass 
ofsome tracks with the mass of a charmed or beauty particle along 
with a reliable identification of particles from a probable 
decay; detection of a single strange particle, leptons, etc. 
In these events it is most probable to detect short-lived par
ticles. 

In this work the problems of space reconstruction of short
lived particle production and decay vertices are considered 

on the example of a charmed A: baryon decay. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT 

Among the neutrino interactions detected in FNAL E564 expe
riment (the experiment was described in Ref. 121 ) the event 
shown in ~ has been found. The characteristics of the inte
raction shower tracks are given in Table I. When scanning the 
event we paid attention to a narrow triplet of tracks 5. I, 
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Fig. I. The photomicrograph of 
the event in emulsion; A -
the primary vertex, B 7 the 
decay vertex of the A! • 
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Fig.2. Identificati~n of tracks 
5.I (proton), 5.2 (11 -meson) 
and 5. 2 ( K- -meson) due to mea
surements of multiple scattering 
p{3 and ionization I/10 in 
emulsion (black circles) and mo
menta in bubble chamber (open 
circles). 
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Table I 

Characteristics of the event shower tracks 

Track Azimuth angle Dip angle Momentum 
(deg) (deg) (GeV/c) 

I -29. 1+0. 2 -42.1+0.9 0.88+0.01 
2 - 6.9+0.2 -11.4"+0.5 II.76+o.24 
3 8.5+0.1 I2.6+o.5 3.36+0.20 
4 12.3"+0.1 I8.6+o.8 0.94;0.02 
5. I 16.2"+0.1 11.4"+0.9 o. 72"+0.02 
5.2 16.3"+0.1 9.5+0.9 2.34"+0.04 
5.3 16.8"+0.1 - 4.5+0.3 o. 75+0.02 
6 19.I+O.I -12.7"+0.3 I.34"+0.04 

5.2, 5.3 identified reliably as p, "+ and K- respectively due 
to the measurements of momenta and charges in bubble chamber and 
multiple scattering and ionization in emulsion (see Fig.2). The 
bottom of Fig.l shows a vertical projection of these tracks. 
The invariant mass of p11+ K- equals 228I+I2 MeV and coincides 
with the meanmas·s value of the t\: baryon;l.e. ,2285+3 MeV 1111• 

Azimuth and dip angles of tracks 5.I and 5.2 arE!very similar 
what makes it impossible to measure them separately at distan-

, . . .. .-,... ...... , .- ,.., . , . . . .. ,.. 
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tracks 5.I and 5.2 at a distance longer than 8 ~m. Hence direct 
reconstruction of a probable decay vertex 8 by grain coordina
tes of tracks 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 is impossible. Since the angles 
between the projections of these tracks in XY-plane are very 
small, a space reconstruction of primary interaction vertex A 
has been done, and track 5.3 (K-) deviation from this vertex 
in XZ-plane has been analyzed. 

SPACE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE PRIMARY INTERACTION VERTEX 
AND ANALYSIS OF TRACKS FOR THEIR BELONGING TO THIS VERTEX 

The characteristic features of the considered method are: 
a space reconstruction of the primary interaction vertex, analy~ 
sis of tracks from probable decay for their belonging to this 
vertex on the basis of the likelihood function, and combining 
of results of various measurements taking into account the cor
relation among them. 

The main source of errors during the space reconstruction of 
an interaction or decay vertex is an inaccuracy in measuring 
Z-coordinate of track grains due to an inaccurate focusing, 
thermal drift of grains and possible shifts of the pellicle. 
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X, Y, Z -coordinates of track grains were measured on KSM -I 
microscope at common magnification 1250X. Before each measure
ment the microscope with the immobile plate fixed to it was hea
ted for a few hours to reduce thermal drift. After that the 
thermal drift of track grains was 0. 005-0.008 llm/min il'!. XY
plane, and about 2. 5 times greater in XZ -plane. A systematic 
error in track grain coordinates due to the thermal drift was 
excluded by the method of "reference grains": before and after 
measuring each track the coordinates of the reference grain 
were measured repeatedly. The measurement accuracy for grain 
coordinates in XY-plane was 0.04-0.05 llm; that for Z-coordi-:
nate was 0.08-0.12 j.l.m. 

An additional factor decreasing absolute accuracy in the re
construction of the interaction or decay vertex in XZ-plane is 
a shrinkage of emulsion under development. Inclusion of theshrin
kage factor leads to a linear growth of errors, though the re
lative accuracy remains practically the same. 

To avoid influence of multiple Coulomb scattering and possib
le distortion track lengths of -60 j.l.m were measured.In this case 
the possible track deviations due to multiple scattering do not 
exceed 0.04-0.06 llm, what is significantly less than natural 
spread of grains. On the average the coordinates of 15-17 grains 
were measured on each track. 

Values of the coordinates were approximated b~ straight lines 
by mean~ of the least squares method: y = A (x - x) + B , z = 
= C(x- x) + D in XY- and XZ-olanes. resnE>rtivelv. llnl ike ::~ 
usual parametrization - y = ax+ -b , z "' ex·+- d - in the above-men
tioned approximation the parameter errors are not correlated and 
do not depend on the origin of the reference frame in the tracks 
intersection point.Errors !::t.A, AB, AC, /::t.D are unambiguously 
determined through Aa, Ab , Ae , Ad calculated through the 
spread of grains in a usual way, when y = ax + b, z "' ex + d. 
They equal 

AA • /::t.a; 

AC .. Ae; 

where x .. 
n 

~B ... (~b 2- i 2 . ~a2) 1'2 

AD •(Ad2- x2 .~e2) 112' 

and n is a number of measured grains. 

( I ) 

The coordinates of the tracks intersection vertex were deter-
mined as the coordinates of a point in space for which functional 

X 2 _ ~ [( .\ 1 (x, Y) ) 2 + ( .\1 (x, z) ) 2 ] ( 
2

) 

N t =1 /::t..\1 (x,y) A.\ t (x, z) 
had a minimum; N is a number of tracks, 

- 2 .\ l (x, y) • (A l (x - x) + B 1 - y )/ y A 1 + 1 

is a minimal deviation of the i -th track from the point with x,y; 

A>.. i (x, y) = {( a.\ I (x, y) l::t.AI )2 + ( a>..t (x, y) ABt )2] 112 

aAt aBt 

is an error of At (x, y) deviation. Expressions for At (x, z) 
and A>.. 1 (x, z) are similar. This functional was minimized 
by means of the FUMILI programme 1121. Coordinates x 0 , y

0
, z

0 
of the primary interaction vertex were reconstructed using N 
tracks, and the deviations ..\ N+1 (xo • Yo) • ..\ N +1 (x O• z o) 
of the analyzed N+l track from this vertex were calculated. The 
number of degrees of freedom n 0 for thus reconstructed vertex 
of N tracks is 2N -3. Then a common vertex for N+l tracks 
was reconstructed. Usually, the problem of the existence of the 
only vertex for all N+l tracks is solved on the basis of x 2

-

criterion 181. 
In this work we consider the relative probability of existence 

of a single vertex for N tracks (hypothesis I) and for N+l 
tracks (hypothesis 2) on the basis of the likelihood function. 
The problem of comparison of two hypotheses with a different 
number of degrees of freedom was analyzed in Ref. 1131 . In a 
specific case when no

2 
-no 1 =2 a relative probability of the 

two hypotheses equals * 

Po /P1 = exp(-Ax_2) [ I ( Ax2) m _1_] -2 
"' 2 m=O 2 mt ' 

(3) 

where Ax~ = x :+ 1- X~ ; P and P are probabilities of hy-
potheses with no ang no 1 aegrees ol freedom, respectively. 

To obtained re1iable results the event was measured repeated
ly. The results of separate measurements were combined, taking 
into account the correlation between them, since the majority 
of grains were measured repeatedly. The error of a weighted 
mean value for the analyzed track deviation after n measure
ments is 

A.\o 
A.\ -- v 1 + (n - 1) p ( 4) 

Vn 
where /::t..\ 0 is a mean error in a separate measurement, and P 
is a coefficient characterizing the correlation between measu
rements. Coefficient p is determined through a mean number of 
grains K1,repeated t times inn measurements ( i =1, .•. , n ), 
and a ratio a of square errors in grain measurements to the 
natural spread of the grains: 

*The authors are grateful to Prof. A.A.Tyapkin for derivation 
of this formula and for useful discussion. 
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·n n n i 
I. K 1 I. K . -- (n- i + 1) 

1 +a 1-=1 1 = 1 1 i + a 
p= (S) D 

-. -
1
- (n - i + 1) (n -1) I. K1 1= 1 1+ a 

The described method allows one to reconstruct both a produc
tion vertex and a decay vertex of a short-lived particle,thus ma
king it possible to determine its path and angle of emission. 
Sometimes it is even possible not only to detect but also to in
dentify a short-lived particle with a neutral component in the 
decay. 

ANALYSIS OF THE DETECTED EVENT 

The described method was applied to the event shown in Fig.t. 
Vertex A of the primary interaction was reconstructed by tracks 
2, 3, 4, 6 (hypothesis 1), and the deviation of track 5.3 
( K- -meson) from this vertex was calculated. Then a common vertex 
for tracks 2, 3, 4, 6, 5.3 was reconstructed (hypothesis 2). If 
in case of hypothesis I the primary interaction vertex A was 
reconstructed with confidence level less than 5% ( x 2 > 11. 3), the 
measurement was rejected. The accuracy in the reconstruction of 
the vertex coordinates was: Ax 0 =0.17-0.24 p.m, Ayo=0.03-
-0.04 p.m, Az

0
=0.I0-0.14 p.m*. Table 2 shows calculation results 

for 5 measurements. As is seen from Table 2 the primary interac
tion vertex is reconstructed with a good accuracv that indica-
tes the absence of distortion. The deviation of track 5.3 in 
XY -plane were negligible (:\ (x, y) =0.01+0.04 p. m). Therefore 

a spatial deviation of track 5.3 practically-coincides with the 
deviation in XZ-plane. Despite the fact that the value A of 
track 5.3 in each separate measurement did not exceed three stan
dard deviations, the hypothesis on track 5.3 passing by the 
primary interaction vertex A in each case was more probable than 
the opposite hypothesis. The relative probability of hypotheses 
2 and I obtained through 5 measurements by multiplication of va
lues P2/P 1 is less than 0.02. It means that hypothesis I is more 
than SO times probable than hypothesis 2. The weighted mean value 
of deviation A of track 5.3 from the primary interaction ver
tex equals 0.42+0. 14 p.m. Taking into account additional featu
res of this event, i.e., presence of a single K--meson and 
coincidence of the invariant mass of prr+K- -system with the 
mass of the charmed A~ baryon ,one could affirm that a decay 
of the charmed A~ baryon is observed in this interaction. 

* L\z 0 and other values of deviations and errors 1n XZ -plane 
are given for undeveloped emulsion. 
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Table 2 

Results of the geometrical reconstruction of the event 

X 2/n Relative Deviation A of Measure- N D probabi-
ment no 1=5 no2=7 lity P2/P1 

track 5.3 from ver-
tex A ( P.m) 

I 1.4 1.7 0.6 0.34+0.26 

2 1.1 1.5 0.5 0.68"+0.28 

3 1.2 2. I 0.1 0.42"+0.21 

4 1.1 1.2 0.9 o. 30"+0. 22 

5 1.4 1.6 0.7 0.45"+0.23 

Weighted mean value 0.42+0. 14 

p2 /P1 obtained through 5 measurements is 0.02 

Vertex A of the primary interaction belongs to a plane formed 
with coplanar tracks 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 (coplanarity is equal to 
(1.3+7.4)·10-4,i.e., not worse than 1.5 ·10-s at 95% C.L.). Con
sequently, the presence of a neutral particle.in the decay.was 
most unlikely. Thus it was possible to de!erm1ne the coord1nates 

,.. . , " _ ~-- ____ ..._ ___ 'D .... -..J ___ ,.....,.,..~ ....... -p1,..,. A. ... ..,t-l... T'-'o rlo,..".ll,.,. ,,..o,..._ 
UJ.. Lllt: UC\...Cl)" vc;..a..&.~A - '-i.j,&.'"" .._...., .... ._..._"'t_.._ ..... .,.,.J --u r--••• -··- ----./ • --

teX B was determined unambiguously as the intersection point 
of the vector of momenta of particles 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, directed 
from vertex A and track 5.3 passing at distance A from the • + . 1 
vertex A. Thus determined decay path of the Ac baryon 1s equa 
to 2.07+0. 70 p.m. The invariant mass of the system PIT+ is 
1753+16-MeV and is not inconsistent with the mass of L\(1690)
resonance (width -250 MeV). Hence the following decay mode 
is possible for the A+c baryon: 

A: .. L\ [!890: K -
P" + · 

The A+baryon momentum being 3.79+0.05 GeV/c and decay length 
being Z.07+0.70 p.m, the charmed baryon decay time is (0.42~ 
~0. 14)· JQ-l4 s. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper demonstrates the possibility of using the informa
tion not only on X and Y, but also on Z -coordinates of track 
grains for geometrical reconstructuin of ev~nts.in.emulsion. 

The space reconstruction of the event wh1ch 1s 1nterpreted 
as the charmed baryon decay A! .. p"+r has been carried out. 
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A+c mass is 2281+12 MeV; the distance between the decay point 
and primary interaction vertex is 2.07~0.70 ~m; decay time is 
(0.42+0. 14). J0-14s. 

The described method can be applied to the search for new 
pa!ficles, among them b~atiful ones, with lifetimes of order 
lO -10 -l\ in hybrid experiments in which there is the possi
bility of selecting events with the characteristic features of 
the decay. 
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6yHATOB C.A. H AP· OpocTpaHCTBeHHOe aoccTaHoaneHHe aepwHH ~1-82-447 
o6pa3oaaHHA H pacnaAa o~apoaaHHOro A!-6apHoHa a AAepHoH ~T03MynbcHH 

3aperHcTpHpoaaH pacnaA o~apoaaHHOro 6apHOHa A! .. pK-, + '+ o6pa3oaaHHoro 
a HeHTPHHHOM a3aHMOAeHCTBHH c AApOM a ~T03MynbCHH. Hacca A0 paaHa 
2281+12 H38, paCCTOAHHe OT aepwHHW nepBH~HOrO B3aHMOAeHCTBHA AO TO~KH 
pacnaAa cocTaanAeT 2,07~0,70 MKM, apeMA AO pacnaAa- /0,42~0,14{·10-14 c. 
OpH onpeAeneHHH MeTOAOM reoMeTPH~ecKoH peKOHCTPYK14HH npo6era A 0 -6apHOHa 
AO TO~KH pacnaAa noKa3aHa B03MO*HOCTb HCnOnb30BaHHA H~pMaqHH He TOnbKO 
o X- H Y-.Ho H o Z -KOOPAHHaTax 3epeH cneAOB. H3no*eHHWH MeTOA MO*eT 
6WTb npHMeHeH npH nOHCKe B rH6PHAHWX 3KCnepHMeHTaX HOBWX, B ~aCTHOCTH "npe
lleCTHWX11, ~aCTH14 C BpeMeHaMH *H3HH -1 o-14 -1 o-11 C. 

Pa6oTa awnonHeHa a Da6opaTOPHH AAePHWX npo6neM OH~H. 

Bunyatov S.A. et al. Space Reconstruction of a Charmed 01-82-447 
A~ Baryon Production and Decay Vertices in Nuclear Emulsion 

The decay of charmed baryon A! .. pK-,+ produced in the neutrino Inte
raction with an emulsion nucleus has been observed. The A! mass is 
2281+12 MeV. The distance from the primary interaction vertex to the decay 
point Is equal to 2.07~0.70pm. The decay time equals (0.42±0.14) ·10-14s. 
When determining the A! decay length by the space reconstruction method 
the possibility has been demonstrated of using the Information not only on 
X- and Y- but also on Z-coordinates of track grains. The described 
method can be applied to the search for new particles, among them beautiful 
ones, with lifetimes of order 1o-14-1o-16a in hybrid experiments. 

The Investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear 
Problems, JlNR. 
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